Fencing For Football Pitches

Prestige Civils and Sports offers sports fencing to suit all budgets and levels of play, in chain link, weld mesh or double wire, with rebound mesh or boards as required. Fencing comes galvanised and powder coated (RAL green or black) as standard.

Chain link
- traditional tennis netting
- most economical option

Weld mesh
- mid-price option
- light impact, no rebound

Double wire
- top specification
- offers good strength for heavy usage
- comes in 2 wire strengths: 5/6/5mm and 6/8/6mm

Rebound
- mesh to 1.2m high, offers exceptional durability and rebound characteristics for full size football and hockey pitches.
- boards offer good consistent rebound characteristics and quality and are commonly used for 5-aside football pitches.

Kickboards (200mm high) can be used on hockey and football pitches for extra strength.

Netting
- Division netting splits large pitches into smaller play areas. Nets are suspended from tensioned steel cables supported by portable posts.
- Overhead netting is used for ball stop purposes i.e. on pitches close to roads or other hazards. Anti-climb provision should be made.

Spectator areas can be fenced using spectator rails or existing perimeter fencing at varying heights (commonly 1.2m high)

Gates: Our single and double gates are constructed in line with the chosen fencing option.